







Harmonics = Diamond noteheads plus roman numerals 
to indicate fret number on neck of guitar. 
  :   Volume on guitar turned down completely     
  
  :   Volume on guitar turned up fully     
Violins I + II + Cello 
"For the majority of the score, the microtonal
material is heard also on the electric guitar,
the violinists and  the cellist can use this as a 
reference point".  
Horizontal arrows = Morphing Arrows
'X' noteheads = Behind the bridge.
Directions for the Quartet 
"These four miniatures are open to interpretation
and should be perceived as fun little sketches".
 
For instance, sections II and IV can be extended




1: F    4
2: C   4  
3: F    3
4: D3 
5: A2  
6: E2
Distortion/Gain and Delay/Reverb Pedals Required:
Sound 1 :
Gain Pedal / Distortion Pedal 
"The amount of gain is up to the performer".
Dynamic balance with the strings when the gain pedal is
switched on is imperative.
Sound 2 : 
Delay / Reverb Pedal
"So the sound is sustained - no echoes"
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Before bridge or after nut
w/bar
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Tempo/Speed at liberty of performer
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